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CORAL PRODUCTS * CRU.L (Aim Listed)
 The recenty reported interims to 31 October 2018, showed substantial recovery in

KPIs. A Profit Before Tax (PBT) £582,000, (loss £7,000) was reported on 9.8%
increase in revenue to £13.8m.The underlying EBITA increased 77.9% to £1.75m
and an Iinterim dividend is being restored at 0.25p. This is nicely in-line with our
expectations for the full year.

Price
Market Cap
No of shares
Gearing
Next Results
Sector

10.25p
£8.5mm
82.61m
51%
Finals April 2019
Manufacturing

 This improvement in trading was flagged in the AGM trading update. It is the result

of actions taken to improve what was a loss-making situation at Haydock and has
resulted in a significant turnaround, following last year’s profit warning.
 A state of the art plastic recycling system has been purchased with a capacity 1 tons

an hour is being developed at the Haydock facility. The system is set to be installed
in December 2018 and commissed in January. This service will take used plastic
waste bins back from local authorities to recycle so helping reduce land fill and both
internal waste and raw material costs. The focus is on polypropalene base products
and the operation is expected to commence production in 2019. There are
advanced talks with a number of local authorities and revenue can be expected to
generated this year which should make a significant contribution for the year-ending
April 2020.
 The strategic focus remains on value-added innovative products, particularly in the

food container, automotive, telecommunications and rail industry markets. This is
demonstrated by the recently announced partnership with Rotite Technologies, who
have developed a range of patented products within these sectors

Company Description
www.coralproducts.com/
Coral Products is a manufacturer &
distributor of plastic injection, extruded
and blow moulded products into a diverse
range of sectors including food
packaging, personal care, household,
healthcare, automotive, telecoms and rail.

 The group is continuing to be active in the supply of Tote boxes and new orders are

being won. These are used by on-line distributors, which is a fast-growing market
and international expansion is being considered. Plans are underway at Global One
Pack (GOP) to develop and market a fully-recycled bottle and cap.
 The current year will benefit from the Haydock cost reductions, the investments

made last year and the recent acquisitions. We expect Profit Before Tax (PBT) for
the Year to April 2019 to improve significantly to £1.8m (before writing-off
intangibles) on turnover of £28m giving an EPS of 1.7p for a prospective P/E of 6x.
We anticipate a restoration of the 0.7p dividend, which will be more than twice
covered by earnings and, giving the shares at 10p, a 7% yield.
 Gearing is 55% but net cash generated from operation increased sharply to £1.42m

so planned growth can be funded from cashflow. The interim’s are evidence that
Coral are returning to a growth phase with new products and the new recycling
division. We think this is yet to be reflected in the current price.
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Company Code Disclosure
Source: Daniel Stewart

1. Within the past twelve months Daniel Stewart & Co plc and/or its affiliates has managed or co-managed an offering for this Company, for which
it received fees or the promise of fees.
2. Daniel Stewart & Co plc and/or its affiliates act as corporate broker, nominated advisor or financial advisor to this Company.
3. Daniel Stewart & Co plc and/or its affiliates regularly hold/may hold in future trading positions (which may include options) in this Company.
4. Daniel Stewart & Co plc and/or its affiliates holds more than 5% of the securities of this Company.
5. The Company holds more than 5% of the securities of Daniel Stewart & Co plc and/or its affiliates.
6. Daniel Stewart & Co plc and/or its affiliates may currently be providing, expects to provide within the next three months or may have provided
within the previous twelve months, investment banking services to this Company, which have given rise to payment or the promise of payment.
7. The author and/or an individual responsible for production of this report has direct ownership of stock in this Company.
8. The author and/or an individual responsible for production of this report received or purchased shares in the issuer prior to a public offering of
shares.
9. Daniel Stewart and Company is party to an agreement with this company for the publication of research on it.
10. This broker’s note has been disclosed to the Company, with resulting amendments, prior to its dissemination.
11. An officer of Daniel Stewart & Co and/or its affiliates is an officer of the Company.
The Daniel Stewart recommendation structure is based on relative upside/downside to target price. The target price is set on a rolling 12 month view. Upside or
downside of 10% or more is categorised as Buy or Sell respectively, and less than 10% a Hold. Our Distribution of Recommendation statistics table can be viewed
at http://www.danielstewart.co.uk/Footers/Legal__Regulatory/default.aspx
We aim to cover company’s results or major events, but we do not guarantee to do so and coverage may cease at any time.
Although reasonable care has been taken by Daniel Stewart & Co plc to ensure the facts stated and opinions given and projections made in this document are fair
and accurate, Daniel Stewart & Co plc has not independently verified all the information given in this document.
The contents of this document have been prepared by, and are the sole responsibility of and have been issued by Daniel Stewart & Company Plc for the purpose of
section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and is intended only for investors who are professional clients and eligible counterparties as defined by
the FCA, and may not be distributed to retail clients as defined by FCA. In the event that any such person should come into possession of this document, it is
recommended that they should seek independent advice from a suitably qualified professional advisor before taking any decisions in relation to the investments
detailed herein. The investments mentioned in this document may not be suitable for all recipients or be appropriate for their personal circumstances. The information
in this document is believed to be correct but cannot be guaranteed. Opinions constitute our judgement as of this date and are subject to change without warning.
The views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the author as at the date of the report. The author did not receive compensation or other
payments in connection with the specific recommendations or views expressed herein. This document is not intended as an offer or solicitation to buy or sell
securities. Daniel Stewart & Company, its officers and employees may have positions in the securities mentioned herein. Past performance is not necessarily
indicative of future performance and the value of investments may fall as well as rise and the income from them may fluctuate and is not guaranteed. Clients may
not recover the amount invested. Some securities carry a higher degree of risk than others. The levels and basis of taxation can change. When we comment on AIM
or ISDX Markets shares you should be aware that because the rules for these markets are less demanding than those of the Official List of the London Stock
Exchange the risks are higher. There is a higher risk of losing the money you have invested. Furthermore, the marketability of these shares is often restricted, you
may have difficulty in selling your shares and there is often a big difference between the buying and selling price so that if you have to sell them immediately after
purchase you may get back much less than you paid for them. If you are in any doubt, you should consult your investment advisor.
Owing to its size and structure and analysts’ involvement with existing and prospective clients, Daniel Stewart does not hold its research out as being impartial. As
non-independent research, it is classified as a marketing communication under FCA rules and has not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirements
designed to promote the independence of investment research; and it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
Daniel Stewart & Co plc may actually or may seek to do business with companies covered in its research reports. The firm’s policy on managing actual or potential
conflicts of interest and other relevant disclosures can be viewed at http://www.danielstewart.co.uk/Footers/Legal__Regulatory/default.aspx
Daniel Stewart & Company Plc may distribute research in reliance on Rule 15a-6(a)(2) of the Securities and Exchange Act 1934 to persons that are major US
Institutional investors, however, transactions in any securities must be effected through a US registered broker-dealer. Any failure to comply with this restriction may
constitute a violation of the relevant country’s laws for which Daniel Stewart & Company Plc does not accept responsibility.
Daniel Stewart & Company is a limited company registered in England No. 2354159, Registered Office: 33 Creechurch Lane, London, EC3A 5EB Authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Member of the London Stock Exchange.
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